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Tag u n g s b e r ich t

The Navier-Stokes Equations:

Theory and Numerical Methods

18.9. bis 24.9.1988

The organizers of this first conference on the Navier-Stokes equations at Ober
wolfach were J.G. Heywood (Vancouver), K. Masuda (Tokyo), R. Rautmann (Pader
born) and V.A. Solonnikov (Leningrad). Forty-four participants (including 7
from Japan and 9 from the USSR) discussed new results. which were presented
in 43 lectures, additional talks, and movies.

These resul ts concerned important contributions "to the theory of the Navier
Stokes equations in unbounded domains, to the theory of free boundary problems,
to the theory of viscoelastic fluids, to the understanding of vanishing vis
cosity, and to recent advances in numerical methods of flow computation which
are based on the new theoretical approaches. The joint work of various groups
having their main interest in different directions of mathematics and its
application was extremely fruitful, and stimulating further progress.

Abstracts

eh. T. AMICK:

On Leray's problem of steady Navier-Stokes flow past a body in the plane

We consider a classical problem due to Leray (1934) concerning the existence
of steady Navier-Stokes flow past a body in the plane. There ist assumed to
be no body force (ar at least an irrotatianal one), the fluid velacity is zero
on the body, and is to approach a prescribed constant vector at infini~y. The
viscasity has an arbitrary positive value. Other than same results for small
Reynolds numbe~;,this problem remained largely untouched until the important
work af Gilbarg and Weinberger a decade aga. They showed that various physical
quantities satisfy elliptic equations, and thereby ma~imum principles. In this
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lecture, we introduce additional quantities satisfying maximum principles.
We use them to show that Lerayls solutio~ is non-trivial and has a point
wise limit at infinity.

K. ASANO:

Non-viscous Limit of the incompressible Navier-$tokes equations in R~ ~I

We consider the initial boundary value problem for the N-S equation

atu + u·Vu - vßU + Vp = 0 , t > 0

V·u = 0
{P}

Ei ul x =0 = o.
n

Here R~ = {x = (x·,xn) E Rn- 1
x R+} , U = t{u1, ... un_1,Un) = t(ul,un) =

nu(v,t,x) is the velocity of the fluid at the time t > 0 and the point x E R+ '

and v E (0,1] means the viscosity coefficient.
Under some analyticity conditions on uD' there exists a (unique)

solution u{v,t,x) = uO(E:,t,x} + E:U 1(E:,t,x) + ... + UO{E:,t,xl,Xn/E:) +

E:U1(e:,t,x l ,xn/E:} + ... , E: = a in [O,T], where T does not depend on

v E (0,1]. ui is a solution of the equation of Prandtl type.

J. T. BEALE:

The existence of solitary water waves with surface tension

We will discuss a proof of the existence of solitary water waves of elevation,
as steady solutions of theequatians af invtscid, incompressible flow with.a
fnee surface above, taking inta account the effect of surface tension. Such
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results are familiar for the case without surface tension. Recently
Arnick and Kirchgässner have given a result for waves of depression with
surface tensi on. The present case has appeared JHOre di ffi cul t because of
a nesonance which appears in the equations linearized about the equilibr;um.
This resonance suggests that there might be ase; llations or "r ipples ll

at infinity in a solitary wave with surface tension. Indeed, numerical
calculations of lang periodic waves with such behavior have strength-
ened this impression. We show that in fact there are solitary waves
of elevation, with surface tension, whi~h do not have this oscillation
at infinity. The proof is based on an iteration of Nash-Moser type
and is similar in structure to the speaker's earlier work on solitary
and cnoidal waves.

H. BEIRAO DA VEIGA:

On the one dimensional motion of general barotropic viscous fluids.

One conside~sthe one dimensional motion of a barotropic compressible
vi scous fl ui d in a bounded domain. .

We are interested "in long türe behavior for solutions, under the
effect of external forces which da not became small for large val~es

of t. The main point is to detennine conditions on th~ data under
which the solution does not asymptotically develope vacuum or infinite
density (in general,.these phenomena occur). In particular, existence
and stability of the stationary and periodic solutions are investigated.

Strong continuous dependence on the initial data is also proved.

w. BORCHERS:

The Stokes operator in exterior domains

On the basis of weak type a prior; estimates for the Stokes operator in
exterior domains, new kinds of Sobolev embedding theorems for the domains
of fractional powers of the Stokes operator are established. It is shown
that these embeddings imply the so called LP-Lq decay estimates of the
corresponding semigroup. Moreover, these results can be used to characterize
the algebraic decay rates of the L2 -norm of weak Navier-Stokes flows in
exterior domains.
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G.-H. eOTTET:

Deterministic vortex methods and the problem of boundary conditions
for the vorti ci ty formul ati on of the N. S.equati ons

Deterministic vortex methods for N.S. equations are based on replacing
the di ffus ion by i ntegra1 operators and then di screti z; ng thi s operator •
along particles. Thi s method has pr:oved to be an effi ci ent al ternati ve

to random walk methods in the abs,ence of boundary but rai ses the problem of
finding a convenient formulation,of boundary conditions on the vorticity.

This paper gives a simple and new approach to this problem and des
cribes a complete deterministic code for solving a flow past an
obstacle.

G.F.D. DUFF:

Derivative Estimates for the Navier Stokes Equations in Thnee Space
Dimensions

The Navier Stokes equations

ui,i = °
describe the flow ui(x,t) of a viscous incompressible fluid. In the study
of solutions of the initial and boundary value problem ~n a spatial domain

2 .
n, ui (x,O) = ui (x) E L (0) and ui (x,t) =° for xE 6 n, the classical

. energy integrals u ELCI)(O,co; L2(n); Vu EL2(O,co; L2(Q)) play an essential
role. It will be shown that all higher space and time derivatives of u
satisfy related estimates of the fonn

2
D~ D~ u E L 4r+2s-1 (O,T; L2(O).

The significance of such estimates for the study of singularities of
solutions will be discussed.
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T. FISCHER:
A Galerkin approximation for linear eigenvalue problems in two and three
dimensional boundary-layer flows
The eigenvalue problem for a fourth order ordinary differential equation (Orr
Sommerfeld equation) in a semi-infinite domain is investigated. Weighted spaces
are used in ord~r to analyse the discrete part of the spectrum. A Jacobi-Galer
kin approximation scheme is investigated for convergence.

A.V. FURSIKOV:
Navier-Stokes equa~;ü~s fram th~ ~iewpoint of il1-posed boundary.value

problems

For the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations

~ +"Au + B{u) = f, U!t = 0 = u. ( 1)

(2)

•

wi th peri odi c boundary va1ues and fi xed i ni tia1 val ue u EH 1/2 we, 0
consider the., set. Fo cL2(O,T; H- 1/ 2) such, that V f E Fo the

solu~ion u E U == {v.(t) E L2 (O,T; H3/ 2) : vE L2(O,T; H- 1/ 2n exists .
.The solution u of the problem (1) is unique in U. It's proved, that
Fo is dense with resp.ect to Lp(O,T; H-

1
)_ topology, where 1/2 < 1 < 3/2,

1 ~ p < 4/(5-21).
For the chain of mOllEnta eQ~ati.ons

Mk + Ak~ + BkMk+1 = 0, ~ It = 0 = '\., k = 1,2, ...

corresponding to the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations the

5 paces H~ for i ni ti al va 1ues m = (rol,.··m k ' ... ) and Y~ for
so1uti onsM = (MI .. " Mk' ... )of (2) are i ntroduced" where R i s the
Reynolds number, a is order of smoothness. It·s proved that a) the
solution M of the problem (2) is unique i·n Y~ if a > 2, R>O;
b) the set Voc H~ such, that V m E Vo there exists the solution
M E Y,~ of (2), is dense with respect to 'H~- tc?ology.

Y. GIGA:

Three dimensional Navier-Stokes flow with measures as initial vorticity

This is my joint work with T.. Miyakawa. We are concerned with the non
stationary three dimensional flow of a viscous incompressible fluid when
the initial vorticity is very singular. The typical examples are vortex
filaments and vortex rings. We introduce Morrey spaces of measures to
describe them. We do not need any coordinates representation of filaments.
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We construct a unique global regUlar solution for such initial data when
it is small in same sense. Physically, this means that weak vortex fila

ments or rings are regularized instantaneously. Dur results generalizes
corresponding two dimensional results obtained independently by T. Miya
k.awa, H. Osada and the author and Cottet o.

v. GlRAULT:

Curl conforming finite element methods for 3-0 Navier-Stokes equations
with non-standard boundary conditions

Let n be a bounded, convex domain of R3 with a polyhedral boundary U.

For f given in L4/ 3(O), we want to salve the boundary-value problem:

. -vau + u· "V lf + 'V P = f, di v u = 0 i n n , u x nIr =0, PIr =0

where . p = p + ( 1/2 )u•u ,

with the variational formulation:

\J (curl u, curl v) - (u:xcurlu,v) + 0 ("Vp,v) = (f,v) .
4 3

V v E HO( cu r 1 ;n) n L (n) ,

1("Vq ,u) =0 V qE HO (n) .

We approximate u in.the curl-conforming f.e. space introduced by Nedelec:

and p in the standard f.e. space Pk .

When the solution is sufficiently smooth, the error estimates are optimal:

e-

k
11 P - Ph 11 0,n = 0(h ).

The analysis extends to other non standard boundary conditions.
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c. GUILLOPE:

Existence, uniqueness and stability results for flows of viscoelastic
fluids with differential constitutive equation

This is a joir.t work with J.C. Saut.
We consider flows, in bounded domains, cf viscoelastic fluids with

a eonstitutive equation of Oldrayd type.
First we prove the loeal existence of salutions. Then we prove a

globalexistenee theorem: If the ratio of the Newtonian viscosity to
the total viscosity 'of the fluid is large enough, then for small data,
the solution exists and is bounded for all times.

For one-dimensional eases, we ~rove that, for!!! (bounded) data,
the solution 'is actually bounded for all times. In the case of Couette
flow, an analysis of the stability of the unique steady solution is
carried ·out. In the case of Poiseuille flow, -if the pressure gradient
driving the flow is large enough, then the solution ceases to be unlque
and there is a eontinuum ,of continuous solutions ( = veloeity profiles),
whi eh ·are c:o except at an 'even number of poi nts.

F.K. HEBEKER:

On lagrangean and Boundary Element Methods for same unsteady Navier

Stokes problems

Over the past ~ecade boundaryelel1Ent ßEthods (BEM) have been established
as a useful tool to treat numerically the ehallenging problems of viscous
hydrodynamies. In the present talk I investigated a subclass af barotropic
viseaus unsteady flows. A Lagrangean time stepping scheme decouples the
terms of conveetion and viscosity. The resulting strongly. parabolie s~stem

to be solved for eaeh time step is treated by means cf a .time-space
Galerkin-type BEM,resulting fram a Volterra boundary integral equations
systems af the first kind. Far the latter one a relatively simple proof
of the eoercivity estimate in certain anisotropie Sobolev spaees has been
presented, fundamental far quasioptimality of Galerkin sehemes. This re- .
sult has partly been obtained jointly with G.C. Hsiao (Delaware). It is
supposed that it tarries over to the eorresponding integral equations
of ineompressible viscous unsteady flows.
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J.G. HEYWOOD:

On the role of regularity and stability theory in approximating the
Navier-Stokes Problem

I report on some of the principal results and objectives of aseries
of joint papers with Rolf Rannacher devoted to the analysis of finite
element approximation~ of the Navier-Stokes equations. We show that
the smoothness of solutions that one might like to assume in such an
analysis must not" ~.e assumed, as it depends on non-local compatibility
conditions for the data. We prove sharp regularity estimates, and then,
using them, optimal order error estimates. We formulate and investigate
various noti~ns of stability, and use them to extend local apriori
error estimates, and local aposteriori error estimates, globally in
time ..

V. A KAZHI KHOV:

:Boundary value problems for Navier-Stokes eguations of viscous gas

This paper presents the investigation of the correctness of the boundary
value problems for the equations.of one-dimensional motion of viscous gas·.

K. KIRCHGÄSSNER:

Resonantly forced nonlinear s~rface waves

Solutions of the Euler equations for an inviscid fluid are constructed
threugh external pressure Po waves reacting with nonlinear capillary 
gravity surface waves. It is shown that these solutions lie on a low
dimensional manifold in extended phase space. Two cases are discussed:
Po having compact support and Po being periodic. All solutions of bounded
amplitude are given. In the latter case there exists, for large periods,
a transverse homoclinic point. Space like chaos exists.
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H. KOZONO:

Strang solutions for the Navier-Stokes eguations in half space

. n n 1 n n
In Q:= R+ x (O,co), R+ = {(x , ... ,x); x> O} (n~2), we con-
sider the Navier-Stokes equations:

3t U - ~u + u-Vu + vp =0, V~u = 0 in Q ,

~Ixn = 0 = O. u(O} ~ a

for t.he initial data a. We show the'existence and uniqueness of
a global. strong Ln-solution for small data and its decay prQperties.
To prove such results, we make use of the well-known implicit function
theorem combined with the fractional powers of the Stoke~ operator,
which guarantees us the Ln-continuity of the solutions with resp~ct to
the initial data.

D. KRONER:

Flow wi th free bound~rie_~. a~d dynam.i~ cQntact angl e

We' consider a container (in 2-D) whi~h is uniformly filled with ~ fluid
such. that the column of the fluid in the container moves with a constant .e velocity l,lpwards. The special feature of thi s problem i s the fact. -that

the free interface between the fluid and the air tQuches the walls of
the container ~nd that the cantact points move ~long the walls.
Experiments show, that the cantact angle isa monotone functi on of the
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velocity S of the contact points. For this physical situation we con
sider the mathematical model, which consists of the equations of Navier
and Stokes and suitable boundary conditions. It turns out that the
boundary condition at ·the walls of the container close to the contact
points plays the most important role.
The results of our work are an asymptotic expansion of the velocity of
the fluid near the contact points and the regularity of the free boundary
as well as an existence result.

K. MASUDA:

Compatibility c.onditions for Navier-Stokes equations

Consider the Navier-Stokes equations in'a bounded domain' n "in· .R3:

•

{

a u - v~u + (u! V) u + vp = 0at
( 1)

u Ian =0 , u It=O =.4> •

, div u = 0

Let <P E C~,o(n) (i .e. 4> E C~(n) with div <p = 0). It is known:

u( - ,t) .... 4> in H3(Q) as t .. 0 if and o~ly· if P[-v~4> + ($-v)4>] lan = 0
(P: the projection operator to the solenoidal space). report about the
more concrete characterization.

T. MIYAKAWA:

L2 deca~ for the Navi~r-Stokes flow in halfspaces

Existence is proved on a weak solution of the Navier Stokes equations
in halfspaces which has an algebraic rate of decay in L2. The result is
proved with the aid of the spectral decomposition and fractional powers
of the Stokes operator.
The result is a complete generalization to the case of halfspaces of the
result obtained previously for the Cauchy problem.
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R. MIZUMACH1:

Convergence and rate of the convergence of notions of ;ncompressible

fluids in R2 as v;scosity goes to zero

It ;s well known that solut;ons of the Navier-Stokes equations converge to
the solution of the Euler equations (when the space domain is R2 ) under
several assumptions on the "initial velocity uo. We assurne:

Uo E c1+O
( R2), rot UoEL1QR2) and there exists lim uo(x). We con-

- Ixl~~

clude the convergence and give the following estimates:
1+0

IIU("')(ot)-u(O)(ot)1I
0

::;; C (",t)2

O-ß
11 rot u(v) ( 0 t) - rot u(0 ) ( 0 t) 11 ß ~ C ("'t)2

where v is the viscosity, u(~) and u(o) are solutions to Navier
Stokes and Euler eql:lations respect;vely; 11 .11

0
;s ]R2-sup norm and

11· 11 ß i s the Höl der sem; norm wi th exponent ß.

w. NAGATA:

Convection ;n fluids, "and bifurcations w,ith symmetry

The onset of convection in a viscous fluid provides many examples for
bifurcation theory. Idealizations made for a convection problem may in-
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troduce symmetries into the corresponding bifurcation problem, and
affect qualitative predictions. As an example, we compare the onset
of two-dimensional Rayleigh-Benard convection in an infinite layer
wi th the onset i'n a fi ni te 1ayer. We also' di.scuss the effects of

, symmetry on the onset of oscillatory convection.

H. OKAMOTO:

Degenerate bifurcation equations and primary flow exchange mechanisms
in the T~~lor problem

The objective is to explain certain bifurcation eQuations which de
scribe recent discovered phenomena in the Taylor-Couette problem of

the ~luid motion between two concentric.cylinders. The equations to
be considered here are polynomial equations whose zero point ~ets are
eas i ly drawn numeri ca lly. Same of them are of ttie fo 11 owi n9 form:'

•

Our aim is to show how the solutions to those equations fit the bifur- '.
cation diagrams which are recently given numerical1y by Tavener and
Cliffe. What they camputed are Taylar vartices of new type bifurcating
fram the Couette flow. The equations above are derived fram a cer-
tain degeneration of the equations 9iven in Fujii, Mimura and Nishiura.
What connects them i 5 the nonna1 fonn theory. _

K. PIlECKAS:

Non-compact free boundary problems for the Navier-Stokes equations

The stationary flow of a heavy viscaus incompressible capillary fluid
which runs out of a slit and spreads down an inclined plane is con
sidered. It is assumed that the bottom moves with a constant speed
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and the full flux of the fluid is prescribed. For small data of the
problem the existence theorem for the corresponding non-compact free
boundary problem for the Navier-Stokes system is proved, assuming that

the free boundary tends to a straight line at the infinity.. An example
of nonuniqueness of the solution is constructed and its asymptotics at
the infinity i5 found.

The flow down an inclined plate of a finite length is considered
under the assumption that the domain n occupied by the fluid is thin.

The asymptotics with respect to a small parameter E (the height
of the domain n) of a solution of the free boundary problem for the
Navier-Stokes system is constructed.

V.I. POLEZHAEV:

The problems of mathematical modellirig on the base of the unsteady
Navier-Stokes equations

The technology of the mathematical modelling on the base of the un
steady Navier-Stokes equationsinclu~es such steps as the construction
of models, numerical discretization, developement of computer programs,
analysis of results, the models' correction and applications. We pre
sent a short review of these steps including the results of the last
10 - 15 years.

G. PROUSE:

A uniqueness criterion for the solution of the stationary
Navier-Stokes eguations

It is well known that no uniqueness theorem has yet been proved for the
weak solu~ions of the Dirichlet problem for the stationary Navier-Stokes
equations, except under the special assumption that the external force
is "sma ll" or the viscosity is "large".

It can, however, be proved that, for a generic external force, there
exists one, and only one, solution such that the mechanical power of the
flow is maximum and that this maximum is "stable" in an appropriate sense.
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v.v. PUKHNACHOV:

The problem of momentumless flow for the Navier-Stokes eguations

\Je consider stationary sol·utions of the system of Navier-Stokes equations
which describe the momentumless flow past solid bodies and study their
asymptotical rroperties.

R. RANNACHER:

On time stepping schemes for the nonstationary Navier-Stokes equations

Some -basic criteria are discussed for choosing among the time stepping
schemes for solving the nonstationary Navier-Stokes equations. These
are p'arti cul ar1y the 1I1.oca1 smoothi ng· propertyll and the II g1oba1 regul ar; ty
propertyllof the schemes.· These des i rable properti es are di scus·sed al ong
simple model situations. In particular, the. popu1ar Crank-Nicolson scheme
fail s to have SaITE ,of these properties i f one uses i tin the ori gi na1

form. SOITE ways for enhancing the stability of this scheme are des
cribed. These results were" rigorously proven for the Navier-Stokes
equations in bounded t~o- or three-dimensional domains.

R. RAUTMANN :

A convergent product fonmula approach to three dimensional flow
computations

On a sequence of successive (small) time intervals, the solutions· of
suitable linearizations of the Navier-Stokes initial-boundary value
problem can be represented by means of a convergent product formu1a.
A numerical realization (due to W. Borchers, F.K. Hebeker and W. Varn
horn) of this general schere leads e.g. to solutions of the "Kugelstopll
problem, whi.ch are in good agreement with experiments.

•
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V.J. RIVKIND:

Numerical methods in mechanics of viscous fluid with free boundary

A general theory of approximation methods in mechanics of viscous
incompressible fluid, governed by the::complete system of the Navier
Stokes equatian, is considered. On the base of the constructed gene
ral theory same algorithms for solution of large number of problems
(mesh methods, finite element methods, hybridized methads etc.) are
proposed: Examples of calculation in particular cases (drops, bubbles,
films etc.) are given. Algorithms for solution of unstable and non
stationary fluxes (rollie waves) are considered.

K.G. ROESNER:

Numerical solutions of the Navier-Stokes-equations for incompressible
and compressible media

As an example the flow between two spherical shells is treated by an
analytical approach using asymptotic series expansion for the flow
quantities: velocity, pressure, density and specific energy. Reynolds
number, Mach number, and the eccentricity are the expansion parameters.
The ratio of the radi; and the ratio of the angular velocities of the
rotating boundaries are additional parameters which can be chosen
arbitrarily while the Reynolds and Mach number and the eccentricity
must be small compared to one .

The boundary conditions are as usual for the velocity, but the temperature
i s assumed to be equa1 for both the inner and outer sphere·.

Numerical comparisons are made for the incompressible and the compressible
case. The basis is a finite element approach due to Bar-Yoseph combining
the booster-method initiated by Israeli.

New phenomena are discussed which arise, found in the large gap situation.
Experiments are shown for different eccentricities and Reynolds numbers.
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B.L. ROZHDESTVENSKY:

Numerical simulation of turbulent incompressible fluid flows in channels
and pipes by nonstationary solutions of Navier-Stokes equations

. For a number of problems on incompressible fluid flows in a channel cr in
a pipe the classes of nonstationary solutions of Navier-Stokes equations,
per;odic in uniform coordinates, are introduced. In the statistical sence,
however, the solutions are stationary. These solutions correspond to the ~

so-called secondary flows.

The efficient techniques are developed for solving the corresponding mathe
matical problems numerically. It ;s shown that three dimensional secondary
flows reproduce the basic integral characteristics of real turbulent flows
rather accurately while the two-dimensional flows cannat, in principle,
reproduce them correctly.

The numerical techniques and results obtained are discussed.

D. SOCOLESCU:

On the Navier-Stokes eguations on manifolds

As it was pointed out by various scientists, for instance by J.Serrin
in "Handbuch der Physik", it is not at all clear if the Navier-Stokes
equations in their usual form used by,analysts presently, are valid
on manifolds. It is the aim of the present paper (a joint work with
E. Binz fram the University of Mannheim) ta write the global equatians
of motion of the given deformable medium, for instance these of a soap
bubble. Moreover aur approach allows us to point out the intimate
connection between geametry and mechanics of continua.

As an application of our investigations we obtain the correct Navier
Stokes equations on manifolds.
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H. SOHR:

Remarks on the Stokes equations in exterior domains

Let ncmn(n ~ 3) be an exterior domain with smooth boundary. Then the
- -1· .

resol vent (A I +Aq)" of the Stokes operator Aq = -Pqß can be estimated

in the following way: 11 (AI +A )-1 11 < c(q,e:,n) for all AEG: with Iarg). I
q - 'Af

<1T-e: where O<e:<.z (joint work with Borchers). From this it follows
that the semigroup e-tAq is uniformly bounded for all t > O.Moreover we
obtai n that e-tAq f ~ 0 as t ~ 0':) for a11 fE Lq . We can also construct

. . 0

the pure ly i.magi n~ry powers Aiy (y ER) and we can 'show that these
operators are bounded (joint work with Giga). From this we obtain a new
estimate ~or the .Cauchy problem in Lq-sp~ces. This leads to a. priori
estimates "for weak solutions of the.Navi~r-Stokes equations.

V.A. SOLONNIKOV:

Free boundary problem for nonstationary Navier-Stokes equations

We consider the evolution of an isolated body of a viscous incompressible
fluid taking into account the surface tension and the Newtonian attraction
forces between the fluid particles. It is shown that the corresponding
free boundary pro~lem is solvable locally .in time. Moreover, if the initial
velocity vector field is small and the domain occupied by the fluid is
close to a ball, the global. solvability can be established. We also show
that in the latter case the solution tends (as t ~~) to a stationary
solution of the problem corresponding to the rotation of a fluid about a
certain axis which"is determined by initial data.
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S. SRITHARAN:

Invariant manifold theorems for the Navier-Stokes
eguations

Invariant manifold theor.y lays a bridge between the onset dynamics of
turbulence and the theory of finite dimensional dynamical systems. In
this talk we will describe the existence,uniqueness and analyticity of
10ca1 invariant manifolds along with the characterization of the non- ~
linear hydrodynamic' semigroup and the monodromy operator. These mani-
fo1ds are constructed in the neighborhood of each periodic solution to
the Navier Stokes equations establishing the hyperbolicity of these
solu~;ons. For a particular regularization of the .Navier Stokes equations
(for which we have global existence and uniqueness theorem) we are able
to prove the existence of global invariant (also known as the inertial)
manifolds. This result is significant since the (generalized) solution
of the regularized system has a strong limit (as the regularization
parameter approaches zero) to the weak solution of the Navier Stokes
equations.

E.L. TARUNIN:

Investigation of implicit schemes in terms of the variables $, w w;th
the help of the Babenko-Gelfand Principle

We are concerned with the analysis of the stability of implicit schemes ~
'for two-d;mensional problems of v;scous flows using the stream function
vorticity formulation. Dur approach is based on the so ca"lled Babenko
Gelfand principle. In particular, we propose several approximation pro
cedures for the vorticity which make it possible to increase the order
of the schemes' stability.
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E.S. T1TI:

Numerical criteria fordetecting stable stationary and time periodic
solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations

Sufficient conditions for inferring the existence of stable stationary
solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations (N.S.E.) from ~he apparent
stability of their nonstationary Galerkin approximations were 9iven by
Constantin-Foias-Temam. An explicit uniform spectral bound for the
linearized N.S.E. and their Galerkin approximations, which we provide
here, enables us to 9ive an explicit applicable form to the above
criterion. We al~o introduce a similar criterlon for detecting time
perio~ic S?luti.ons to the N.S.E .. We emphasize the fact that ~ll the
conditions in the above criteria must be verified by th~ actu~llv

comput~d Galerkin ~pproximation only a~d no assumptions are" m~de on
the unknown exact solution.

A. VALLI:

A non-existence result for one-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes
eguations

A result of Beirao da Veiga already showedthat ~ stationa~y solution
to the Dirichlet boundary value problem for the one-dimensional com
pressible ~avier-Stokes equations does exist if and only if.a suitable
compatibility, con~ition between the pressure and theexternal force

- ".
field is satisfied.
In the non-stationary.case we prove that a solution for which the
logarithm of the densi,ty is bounded up to· infinity can exi-st only if
the same compatibility condition holds.
The method of the proof· consists in proving that each nonstationary
solution must asymptotically converge to the stationary solution.
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w. VARNHORN:

On decay properti es ·of the Stokes equati ans in exteri ar domai ns

Let n c R3 be an exterior domain with a smooth compact boundary
an . In n we consider the stationary Stokes equations in the general
fonn

-Au +Vp = f, di v u g, uIan= lfl, u ( x) -. uCX)( x) •
Ixl~oo

Here we assume uoo( x) = a +A x wi th constants a E R3 , and

3
A = (a ij ) (i,j = 1,2,3) such ~hat i~l aii = o. We proof·a decay result of
the following type: If fand g fulfill a decay condition for large
lxi which is formulated in tenms of certainweight functions, then we
can conclude a similar condition also for the solution u,P of the
Stokes system above. The method rests on an apriori estimate given
by Solonnikov in 1977.

W. VELTE:

On optimal constants in same inequalities

•

Für einige Ungleichungen zwischen äquivalenten Normen, die u.a. in
der Theorie der Navier-Stakes'schen Gleichungen eine Rolle spielen,
wird die Frage optimaler Konstanten erörtert. Zunächst werden bekannte •
Resultate referiert, die sich auf Probleme im R2 beziehen (darunter Re-
sultate von HORGAN und PAYNE über eine Ungleichung von K.O. FRIEDRICHS
sowie die zweite KORNische Ungleichung). Es wird aufgezeigt, daß es zu
einigen dieser Resultate auch ein Analogon für Probleme im R3 gibt.
In einem Sonderfall wird das Spektrum einer zugeordneten Eigenwertauf
gabe im Detail studiert.
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w. VON WAHL :

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of the
equations rot u·= fand div u 9 with u vanishing on the boundary

The single equations

(1 )

(2)

rot u = f
div u = g

with ulan = 0 and
with ulan = 0

are considered on a bounded or unbounded domain GcR3 . We giv~

necessary and sufficient conditions on. fand 9 resp. such that
the corresponding problems have a solution with

11 Vu U p ::; c 11 flip 0 r 11 Vu 11 ::; c· 11 9 11 p ·
l (G) L (G) lP(G) l!.(G)

The ma in tools of the proof are the i nhomogeneous Oi ri eh1et- and Neu
mann-problem resp. for hannonie veetor fie1ds; These' problems are well
understood by means of potential theory. For (1) the eonditions are

di v f = 0, (n, f) = 0 on an (n = oüte r norma1) ,

f.LZ( G) Z = { z 1di v z 0, rot z = 0, (n ,z) = Ol

The latter is aspace of dimension N = first Betti number of G.
For (2) the conditions are J 9 h dx = 0, where h runs through the

G

_ null-space of the Neumann-problem Au = 0, ;~ = 0 on G.
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M. WIEGNER:

On Lp-stability"Of strong solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations on Rn

Let u be a weak solution of the Navier-Stokes equation on Rn with
u(o) = a E L2 n Lp' which fulfills additionally for some p > n ~ 3

u E Ls(R+, Lp)' f + %~ I. Then u E L~(R+,Lp); u is in fa~t a strong
solution and the followino theorem holds:
If uo(t) = e- t6a, the solu~ion of the heat equation,satisfies the inequality •

11 uo(t) 11 2 ~ C( l+t)- 0/2 (0*1), then

11 u(t) -" uo(t)11 P ~ C(I+t)-(d/2 + n/2(1/2 - I/p»

with d = n/2 + 1 - 2 max {I - 0, O} , implying especially'
11 u(t) 11 p $ C( l+tf(ä/2 + n/2( 1/2 - I/p)) with ä = mi n {a, n/2 +1} .

As a consequence, we can· prove the stabi 1i ty re su1t: .I f u = u1 as above

with a = al , then for a2 E L2 n Lp with 11 a1 - a2 1.1 p small, there ex~sts

a global strong solution u2 with u2(O) = a2 and With the similar decay

property.

Berichterstatter: W~ Horchers •
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